### Horse Bowl Contest

**Individual Top 10**

| 1.   | Asa Black        | Tennessee |
| 2.   | Ethan Hefner     | North Carolina B |
| 3.   | Brenna Eckles    | Alabama B |
| 4.   | Tim Steele       | South Carolina |
| 5.   | Morgan Conrad    | South Carolina |
| 6.   | Kaycie Wyatt     | Kentucky |
| 7.   | Laura Hopper     | North Carolina A |
| 8.   | Dianne Royalty   | North Carolina A |
| 9.   | Katie Newton     | North Carolina B |
| 10.  | Mary Hughes      | Alabama A |

**Team Top 10**

| 1.   | North Carolina B |
| 2.   | South Carolina   |
| 3.   | Kentucky         |
| 4.   | Tennessee        |
| 5.   | North Carolina A |
| 6.   | Alabama B        |
| 7.   | Georgia A        |
| 8.   | Florida          |
| 9.   | Virginia B       |
| 10.  | Georgia B        |

### Hippology Contest

**Individual Results**

**Exam and Stations**

| 1.   | Carrie Fowler | Virginia A |
| 2.   | Grace Fowler  | Virginia A |
| 3.   | Margaret Harper | North Carolina A |
| 4.   | Laura Wiles   | North Carolina A |
| 5.   | Jessica Hlebak | North Carolina A |
| 6.   | Rebecca Bishopric | North Carolina B |
| 7.   | Lindsey Riddell | North Carolina B |
| 8.   | Rachel Talent | Kentucky |
| 10.  | Keegan Gay    | Kentucky |

**Judging**

| 1.   | Carrie Fowler | Virginia A |
| 2.   | Grace Fowler  | Virginia A |
| 3.   | Lindsey Riddell | North Carolina B |
| 4.   | Margaret Noah | Tennessee B |
| 5.   | Kathylee King | Florida A |
| 6.   | Laura Wiles   | North Carolina A |
| 7.   | Adriana Dail  | Florida B |
| 8.   | Jessica Hlebak | North Carolina A |
| 9.   | Haley Bishop  | South Carolina |
| 10.  | Ashton Parsley | Florida A |

**Overall**

| 1.   | Carrie Fowler | Virginia A |
| 2.   | Grace Fowler  | Virginia A |
| 3.   | Laura Wiles   | North Carolina A |
| 4.   | Lindsey Riddell | North Carolina B |
| 5.   | Margaret Harper | North Carolina A |
| 6.   | Jessica Hlebak | North Carolina A |
| 7.   | Rebecca Bishopric | North Carolina B |
| 8.   | Rachel Talent | Kentucky |
| 9.   | Keegan Gay    | Kentucky |
| 10.  | Ashton Parsley | Florida A |
### Team Results

#### Exam and Stations
1. Virginia A  
2. North Carolina A  
3. North Carolina B  
4. Kentucky  
5. South Carolina  
6. Florida A  
7. Tennessee B  
8. Virginia B (tied with Alabama, tie breaker rule used)  
9. Alabama  
10. Florida B  

#### Judging
1. Florida  
2. North Carolina A  
3. North Carolina B  
4. Florida B  
5. Virginia A  
6. Alabama  
7. Tennessee B  
8. Virginia B  
9. Kentucky  
10. South Carolina  

#### Team Problems
1. Virginia A  
2. North Carolina B  
3. Alabama  
4. North Carolina A (tie w/Virginia B, tie breaker rule used)  
5. Virginia B  
6. Florida A  
7. Kentucky  
8. South Carolina  
9. Tennessee B  
10. Tennessee A  

#### Overall
1. Virginia A  
2. North Carolina A  
3. North Carolina B  
4. Florida A  
5. Kentucky  
6. South Carolina (tied with Virginia B, tie breaker rule used)  
7. Virginia B  
8. Alabama  
9. Tennessee B  
10. Florida B
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**Individual Placings Top 10**
1. Rachel Lampley [Tennessee A]
2. Allison Thompson [North Carolina B]
3. Jessica Utter [Texas A]
4. Kacey Miles [Louisiana]
5. Rebecca Sperling [Florida A]
6. Tori McNally [North Carolina A]
7. Anna Sigmon [North Carolina A]
8. Spencer Perkins [Texas A]
9. Kristen Chandler [Tennessee A]
10. Molly Morrison [Tennessee A]

**Individual Reasons Top 10**
1. Allison Thompson [North Carolina B]
2. Tori McNally [North Carolina A]
3. Rebekah Smith [Virginia A]
4. Rachel Lampley [Tennessee A]
5. Samantha Cobb [Tennessee B]
6. Molly Morrison [Tennessee A]
7. Jessica Utter [Texas A]
8. Lindsay Bishop [Virginia A]
9. Anna Sigmon [North Carolina A]
10. Alicia Refer [Tennessee B]

**Individual Overall Top 10**
1. Allison Thompson [North Carolina B]
2. Rachel Lampley [Tennessee A]
3. Tori McNally [North Carolina A]
4. Jessica Utter [Texas A]
5. Molly Morrison [Tennessee A]
6. Anna Sigmon [North Carolina A]
7. Rebekah Smith [Virginia A]
8. Lindsay Bishop [Virginia A]
9. Spencer Perkins [Texas A]
10. Samantha Cobb [Tennessee B]

**Team Placings Top 10**
1. Tennessee A
2. Texas A
3. Virginia A
4. North Carolina A
5. North Carolina B
6. Florida B
7. Alabama
8. Florida A
9. Kentucky
10. Texas B

**Team Reasons Top 10**
1. Virginia A
2. North Carolina A
3. North Carolina B
4. Tennessee A
5. Tennessee B
6. Texas A
7. Virginia B
8. Florida A
9. Texas B
10. Kentucky

**Team Overall Top 10**
1. Tennessee A
2. Virginia A
3. North Carolina A
4. North Carolina B
5. Texas A
6. Tennessee B
7. Florida A
8. Kentucky
9. Texas B
10. Alabama